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BISHOP GEORGE SCHOOL & COLLEGE 

Worksheet No.14 (2021-2022) 

Class – 10
th

 

Subject – Computer Applications 

Chapter 5B – Method Overloading 
 

Pure and Impure Methods:  Pure method doesn’t change the value of arguments. 

Impure method changes the value of arguments. 

Method Overloading: More than one method having same name in a class is 

called method overloading. Compiler identifies the overloaded method by their 

parameters; their parameters should not be same. Java implements the OOP 

concept of Polymorphism through Method Overloading. 

Example of method overloading:- 

void fnArea()  

void fnArea(int r) 

void fnArea(int a, int b) 

// Program showing Overloaded Methods 

import java.util.*; 

class Overload 

{ 

  void Area(int a) 

  { 

      System.out.println("Area of Square"+(a*a)); 

    } 

    void Area(int l, int b) 

    { 

        System.out.println("Area of Rectangle"+(l*b)); 

    }  

    void Area(double r) 

    { 

        System.out.println("Area of Circle"+(3.14*r*r)); 

    }  

    public static void main(String arg[]) 

    { 

        Overload obj=new Overload(); 

        obj.Area(5,7);  

        obj.Area(10); 

        obj.Area(5.0); 

    } //closing main()method 

} // closing class 
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Static Data and Static Method:  If you use ‘static’ keyword before any variable 

and method, it is known as a static variable or static data member and static 

method. These are also called class member or method. These members are not 

accessible by the objects. 

Example:  class demo 

  {static int count=0;  //static data or variable 

      static void get()   // static method 

      { count++; 

        System.out.print(count);} 

     } 

‘this’ Concept: Keyword this is used to access the current class. It presents the 

current class members as an object. 

Example:  class xyz 

  {  int x, y; 

     void data(int x, int y) 

       {    this.x=x; 

   this.y=y; 

         } 

   void show() 

   {  System.out.println(x); 

      System.out.println(y); 

   } 

   void main() 

   {   xyz ob=new xyz(); 

       ob.data(2,3); 

       ob.show(); 

   } 

       } 

EXERCISE 

 

Note: Do the programs given in the book in your copy. Programs given in page 

number-199  Program-1, page number-212- Program-10,  page number-213 -

Program-11 and  Question -3  in page number - 215. 

 

Write a program of the following: 

1. Design a class to overload a function compare ( ) as follows: 

    (a)  void compare(int, int) – to compare two integer values and print 

          the greater of the two integers. 

    (b)  void compare (char, char) – to compare the numeric value of 

           two character with higher numeric value.  

     (c)  void compare (float, float) – to compare two real values and print 

          the greater of the two reals. 
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2. Design a class to overload a function polygon () as follows: 

   (i) void polygon(int n, char ch) with one integer argument and one character type 

        argument that draws a filled square of side n using the character stored in ch. 

   (ii) void polygon(int x, int y) with two integer arguments that draws a filled 

       rectangle of length x and breadth y, using the symbol ‘@’ 

   (iii)  void polygon() with no argument that draws a filled triangle. 

 

3. Design a class to overload a function series() as follows: 

  (i) double series(double n) with one double argument and returns the sum of the   

series, sum = 1/1+1/2+1/3+ …………. + 1/n. 

(ii) double series(double a, double n) with two double arguments and returns the 

sum of the series,  sum= 1/a
2
+ 4/a

5
+ 7/a

8
+ 10/a

11  
+ ……… to n terms.  

 

4. Design a class to overload a function area() as follows: 

(i) double area(double a, double b, double c) with three double arguments, returns 

the area of a scalene triangle using the formula: 

area = √ s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c) where s=(a+b+c)/2 

(ii) double area(int a, int b, int height) with three integer arguments and returns the  

area of a trapezium using the formula: 

area = ½*height(a+b) 

(iii) double area(double diagonal1, double diagonal2) with two double arguments, 

and returns the area of a rhombus using the formula: 

area = ½(diagonal1*diagonal2) 
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